Evaluating the **AD8233** 50 μA, 2 mm × 1.7 mm WLCSP, Low Noise, Heart Rate Monitor for Wearable Products

**FEATURES**
- Ready to use HRM front end
- Operates in two-electrode or three-electrode configurations
- Directly interfaces to data acquisition and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs)
- Easy mode selection with switches
- Allows various circuit configurations
- 3.5 mm electrode jack

**EVALUATION KIT CONTENTS**
AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board

**EQUIPMENT NEEDED**
- Power supply
- Electrocardiogram (ECG) signal generator
- Sensor cable (optional)

**ONLINE RESOURCES**
- AD8233 data sheet
- AD8233CB-EBZ user guide
- AN-617 application note

**GENERAL DESCRIPTION**
The AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board contains an AD8233 heart rate monitor (HRM) front end conveniently mounted with the necessary components for initial evaluation in fitness applications. Inputs, outputs, supplies, and leads off detection terminals are routed to test pins to simplify connectivity. Switches and jumpers are available for setting the input bias voltage, shutdown (SDN), right leg drive shutdown (RLD SDN), fast restore (FR), and ac/dc leads off detection mode.

The AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board is a 4-layer board with components mounted on the primary side only. Rubber feet are available on the secondary side for mechanical stability. The layout diagrams are provided as a visual aid and reference design. The printed circuit board (PCB) is designed following standard practices to ensure signal integrity and reduce manufacturing costs. For best WLCSP layout practices, refer to AN-617.

Full details about the AD8233 are available in the AD8233 data sheet, which is available from Analog Devices, Inc., and should be consulted in conjunction with this user guide when using this evaluation board.

**PHOTOGRAPH OF THE AD8233CB-EBZ EVALUATION BOARD**

![Figure 1](image_url)
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EVALUATION BOARD HARDWARE
A simplified schematic is shown in Figure 2 of the AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board default configuration. See the Evaluation Board Component Selection section for the full schematic. The expected output signal is measured at the OUT terminal, shown in Figure 3.

QUICK START GUIDE
The AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board ships with a default configuration of a three-electrode system that connects to the hands of a subject. For a three-electrode configuration, verify the switches and jumpers are set to the default values shown in Table 1. Various other configurations are shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Default Switch and Jumper Settings
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td></td>
<td>FR_DIS Fast restore disabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td></td>
<td>DC DC leads off detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td></td>
<td>EN Operation enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td></td>
<td>RLD_EN RLD enabled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Bias Selection</td>
<td></td>
<td>P4, P6, P7 Three-electrode dc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFIN Resistor Divider EN</td>
<td></td>
<td>P8, P9 REFIN is set to +Vs/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Setup Procedure
Take the following steps to set up the AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board:
1. Connect a power supply common to the GND terminal on the evaluation board. Connect a +3 V supply voltage at the +VS terminal.
2. Connect the left arm (LA) terminal and the right arm (RA) terminal to a signal source such as an ECG signal generator.
3. Connect the right leg (RL) terminal to a signal source such as an ECG signal generator. The RLD is available via the RL terminal.
4. Alternatively, connect a sensor cable (not included) to the 3.5 mm electrode jack and connect the electrodes to a signal source such as an ECG signal generator.
5. The output signal is available on the OUT terminal. The expected output signal is shown in Figure 3.

Precaution When Using the AD8233CB-EBZ
For safety reasons, Analog Devices recommends evaluating the AD8233 with an ECG signal source instead of a live subject. Although the LA, RA, and RL electrode terminals are equipped with current-limiting resistors (R6 and R7), these resistors are not a comprehensive patient protection system. The resistors may not protect against supply line transients or leakage currents coming through power and acquisition systems. The user is fully responsible for understanding and applying all the safety guidelines and regulations that apply to medical equipment.
SIGNAL PATH—INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER AND FILTERS

The AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board ships with a default configuration for applications that involve three-electrodes connected to the hands. The LA, RA, and RL terminals serve as the signal inputs and the right leg drive electrode connections, respectively.

The instrumentation amplifier has a fixed gain of 100, and the operational amplifier is set for a gain of 11. The overall gain is 1100, which limits the maximum differential input signal to approximately 2.7 mV p-p. Exceeding this amplitude does not damage the AD8233; however, the signal at the output appears distorted. Due to the high Q of the filter, additional peaking sets the maximum observed gain more than 1100 at approximately 15 Hz. The total gain can be changed by adjusting the R19 and R20 resistors, but doing so has a direct impact on the Q of the low-pass filter. The instrumentation amplifier has a fixed gain of 100.

A single-supply configuration can implement the entire signal chain. For this purpose, the reference buffer is set to a ratiometric level at midsupply using two 10 MΩ resistors (R17 and R18) and the REFIN Resistor Divider EN jumpers (P8 and P9). The integrated reference buffer output provides a midsupply dc level for the system. The signal at the output rides on top of this midsupply level. This voltage is available at the REFOUT pin (TP18) to serve as a reference level for the subsequent signal acquisition stages. For different reference voltages, an external voltage can be applied to the REFIN pin. In this case, the REFIN Resistor Divider EN jumpers must be removed (P8 and P9).

The circuit implements a two-pole, high-pass filter for eliminating motion artifacts and the electrode half-cell potential. Additionally, the integrated operational amplifier creates a two-pole, low-pass filter to remove line noise and other interference signals. The frequency cutoff of all filters can be adjusted by changing component values.

It is possible the gain and filtering must need adjusting depending on the location of the electrodes and the application. Narrow bandwidths offer the highest rejection to motion artifacts and other external interferences; however, these bandwidths can introduce distortion into the ECG signal as shown in Figure 3. For more information, refer to the AD8233 data sheet.

The AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board components selection is shown in the Evaluation Board Component Selection section and the Evaluation Board Schematic and Artwork section.

RIGHT LEG DRIVE (RLD) AMPLIFIER

The integrated RLD amplifier senses the common-mode voltage present at the signal inputs and can drive an opposing signal into the patient. This driven electrode functionality maintains a constant voltage between the patient and the AD8233, greatly improving the common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR).

The board configures the RLD amplifier as an integrator, formed by an internal 150 kΩ resistor and an external 1 nF capacitor (C1). This configuration results in a loop gain of approximately 20 at line frequencies with a crossover frequency of approximately 1 kHz.

In the ac mode two-electrode configuration, the RLD pin can drive the bias current resistors on the inputs. To create this connection, place a jumper at P5. In the dc mode two-electrode configuration, the RLD amplifier can be shut down to save power by positioning the S4 switch to RLD_SDN. In this mode, remove C1 and leave the RLD and RLDFB pins floating.

FILTER CONFIGURATIONS

The resistor and capacitor values for the filters on the AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board provide effective noise rejection in applications that involve pulse detection while the subject is in motion. The filter parameters can be adjusted to fit other applications.

High-Pass Filters

The instrumentation amplifier in the AD8233 applies gain and high-pass filtering simultaneously. This capability allows the instrumentation amplifier to amplify a small ECG signal by 100 while rejecting electrode offsets as large as ±300 mV. The cutoff frequency of this filter is given by the following equation:

\[ f_c = \frac{100}{2\pi \times R14 \times C7} \]

In this case, with \( R14 = 10 \text{ M} \Omega \) and \( C7 = 0.22 \mu \text{F} \), place the pole of the first high-pass filter at 7 Hz. Note that the filter cutoff is 100 times higher than is typically expected because of the feedback architecture of the instrumentation amplifier (see Figure 4).
This results in a 7 Hz cutoff frequency for 0.22 µF and 100 kΩ. Both high-pass filters together yield a total roll-off of 40 dB per decade. Be aware that setting the same pole location for both high-pass filters results in 6 dB attenuation at the corner frequency. Because the output of this filter is unbuffered, the instrumentation amplifier exhibits higher output impedance at the input of the subsequent low-pass filter. The component values selected on the AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board yield good results without a buffer. Keep this in mind when changing component values.

**Low-Pass Filters**

The internal uncommitted operational amplifier builds a two-pole low-pass filter with gain, using a Sallen-Key topology. The following design equations set the low-pass cutoff frequency, gain, and Q, respectively:

\[
 f_c = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{R_{13} \times C_8 \times R_{16} \times C_9}}
\]

\[
 \text{Gain} = 1 + \frac{R_{19}}{R_{20}}
\]

\[
 Q = \frac{R_{13} \times C_8 \times R_{16} \times C_9}{\sqrt{R_{13} \times C_9 \times R_{16} \times C_9 + R_{16} \times C_9 + R_{16} \times C_8 (1 - \text{Gain})}}
\]

Changing the gain or the cutoff frequency has an effect on Q, and vice versa.

The AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board components place the cutoff frequency for the low-pass filter at approximately 25 Hz and the gain to 11. Keep the sum of R19 and R20 more than 50 kΩ to save power and avoid excessive loading of the output.

Figure 5 shows the transfer function of the signal from the differential input of the instrumentation amplifier to OUT with the default filter configuration.

**Additional Low-Pass Filters**

The R21, C14, R22, and C15 components offer additional filtering options. The OUTF terminal (TP16) is located after the first filter (R21 and C14). The OUTFF terminal (TP17) is located after both filters.

**LEADS ON/OFF DETECTION**

The AD8233 includes a leads on/off detection feature that remains functional in shutdown. It provides modes optimized for either two-electrode or three-electrode configurations for the device. Table 2 summarizes the different various configurations for leads on/off detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC two-electrode leads on/off detection</td>
<td>Input Bias Selection</td>
<td>P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>RLD_SDN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrode Terminals</td>
<td>P2, P6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC three-electrode leads on/off detection</td>
<td>Input Bias Selection</td>
<td>P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>RLD_EN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrode Terminals</td>
<td>P6, P7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC two-electrode leads on/off detection</td>
<td>Input Bias Selection</td>
<td>P3 or P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>RLD_SDN or RLD_EN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrode Terminals</td>
<td>P6, P7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC three-electrode leads on/off detection</td>
<td>Input Bias Selection</td>
<td>OPEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S4</td>
<td>RLD_EN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electrode Terminals</td>
<td>OPEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DC Leads On/Off Detection**

The dc leads on/off detection mode can be used in two- or three-electrode configurations. To use this mode, place the S2 switch in the DC position. It works by sensing when either instrumentation amplifier input voltage is within 0.27 V from the positive rail. The lowest power consumption for the AD8233 is the two-electrode dc mode. A pull-up resistor on the +IN pin and a pull-down resistor on the −IN pin creates a voltage divider when the electrodes are connected, setting the input common mode to midsupply. To utilize these resistors on the AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board, place a jumper at P6 and at P2. When the electrodes disconnect, the comparator monitoring the +IN pin sets the LOD pin high when the input pulls to the +VS pin. To create this connection, place a jumper at P4 (see Figure 6).
For three-electrode dc mode, each input must have a pull-up resistor connected to the positive supply. During normal operation, the potential of the subject must be inside the common-mode range of the instrumentation amplifier, which is only possible if a third electrode is connected to the output of the RLD amplifier. To create this connection, place jumpers at P4, P6, and P7. RLD must also be enabled by putting the S4 switch in the RLD_EN position.

The AD8233 detects when an electrode is disconnected by forcing a small 100 kHz current into the input terminals. This current flows through the external resistors from the +IN pin to the –IN pin and develops a differential voltage across the inputs, which is then synchronously detected and compared to an internal threshold. The recommended value for these external resistors is 10 MΩ. Low resistance values make the differential drop too low to be detected and lower the input impedance of the amplifier.

When the electrodes are attached to the subject, the impedance of this path must be less than 3 MΩ to maintain the drop below the comparator threshold.

While the REFOUT pin is at a constant voltage value, using the RLD output as the input bias may be more effective in rejecting common-mode interference at the expense of additional power.

In three-electrode ac leads off detection mode, shown in Figure 9, pull-up resistors are not required, which improves the input impedance of the circuit. This mode is beneficial for dry electrode applications. The ac mode currents do contribute 1/f noise to the system; therefore, depending on the application, it can be advantageous to utilize ac leads off as a spot check and switches to dc mode for improved ECG acquisition. To create this connection, remove the Input Bias Selection jumpers and the Electrode Terminals jumpers.

The ac leads off detection mode continues to function in shutdown mode. To keep power under one µA, the clock is disabled and the ac currents become dc currents. The current source on the +IN pin is 250 nA, while the current sink on the –IN pin is –300 nA. The stronger pull-down current on –IN acts as a wake-up function, pulling the LOD pin low when the electrodes are reconnected.
FAST RESTORE
The fast restore function (FR) reduces the duration of otherwise long settling tails of the high-pass filters. After an abrupt change that rails the amplifier, such as a leads off condition, the AD8233 automatically adjusts to a higher filter cutoff frequency. This function allows the AD8233 to recover quickly and, therefore, take valid measurements soon after reconnecting the electrodes to the subject. To enable this function, set the S1 switch to the FR_EN position.

STANDBY OPERATION
The AD8233 includes a shutdown pin (SDN) that further enhances the flexibility and ease of use in portable applications where power consumption is critical. To enter standby operation, place the S3 switch in the SDN position. In this condition, the AD8233 draws less than 1 µA of supply current, offering considerable power savings. To enter normal operation, place the S3 switch in the EN position.

During shutdown operation, the AD8233 is not able to maintain the REFOUT voltage, but it does not drain the REFIN voltage, thereby maintaining this additional conduction path from the supply to ground.

When emerging from a shutdown condition, the charge stored in the capacitors on the high-pass filters can saturate the instrumentation amplifier and subsequent stages. The use of the fast restore feature helps reduce the recovery time and, therefore, minimize time in power sensitive applications.
# EVALUATION BOARD COMPONENT SELECTION

Table 3. AD8233CB-EBZ Component Selection by Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Designator</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1, R24, R25, R26</td>
<td>3.5 mm electrode jack</td>
<td>Connect a sensor cable (not included) to the 3.5 mm electrode jack and connect the electrodes to a signal source such as an ECG signal generator. If not using the 3.5 mm electrode jack, remove R24, R25, and R26.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3, P4, P5, R3, R4, R5</td>
<td>Input bias selection</td>
<td>Refer to the Leads On/Off Detection section for more information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2, P6, P7</td>
<td>Electrode terminals</td>
<td>Refer to the Leads On/Off Detection section for more information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7, R14</td>
<td>High-pass filter of the instrumentation amplifier</td>
<td>The cutoff frequency is set to 7.2 Hz. Refer to the High-Pass Filters section for more information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4, R12</td>
<td>AC-coupled filter</td>
<td>The cutoff frequency of this high-pass filter is set to 7.2 Hz. Because this is a dc blocking circuit, connecting R9 to the REFOUT voltage is necessary to allow negative signal swings. Refer to the High-Pass Filters section for more information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R19, R20, R13, R16, C8, C9, C10</td>
<td>Low-pass filter (Sallen-Key)</td>
<td>This circuit provides two functions: a dual-pole, low-pass filter and gain. On the AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board, the cutoff of this filter is set at 25 Hz and the gain to 11. This brings the total gain of the AD8233 to 11 x 100 = 1100. Refer to the Low-Pass Filters section for more information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R21, R22, R23, C14, C15, C16</td>
<td>Additional low-pass filters</td>
<td>Not populated. These filters provide pads for the user to add additional filtering on the output and the reference voltage. Refer to the Additional Low-Pass Filters section for more information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17, R18, C11, P8, P9</td>
<td>REFIN resistor divider EN</td>
<td>R17 and R18 form a supply ratiometric reference voltage for the system. To utilize the ratiometric reference voltage, place jumpers at P8 and P9. The AD8233 buffers this voltage and makes it available at the REFOUT terminal. Select high resistor values for R17 and R18 to reduce power consumption. The AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board uses 10 MΩ for both. C11 is required for filtering and stability. Power line noise may be considerably worse without C11. Due to the large resistor and capacitor values used on the AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board, the time constant for this voltage is 5 sec and takes about 30 sec to observe a stable voltage at the output of REFOUT after power-up. Shutting down the AD8233 through S3 does not discharge C11 and there is no settling time related to this voltage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1, R2, R5, R8</td>
<td>Right leg drive</td>
<td>C1 is 1 nF, which, together with an internal 150 kΩ resistor, results in a loop gain of 20 around the typical line frequencies and a crossover frequency of 1 kHz. The value of R2 is set to 499 kΩ to avoid stability problems. For more information, refer to the Right Leg Drive (RLD) Amplifier section. R8 is not populated. It can limit the loop gain at low frequencies and shift the dominant pole of the amplifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6, R7, C2, C3, C5</td>
<td>Optional RFI filter</td>
<td>Pads are provided for capacitors to implement additional radio frequency interference (RFI) filtering. C3 and C5 must be the same value and well matched. C2 must be a larger value than C3 and C5. This minimizes degradation of CMRR at higher frequencies from tolerance mismatch of C3 and C5. If C3 = C5 = C and R6 = R7 = R, the common mode signal cutoff frequency is 1/(2πRC) and the differential signal cutoff frequency is 1/(2πR(2 × C2 + C)). A lower common-mode signal cutoff frequency improves RFI rejection; however, it can increase the risk of instability with a right leg drive feedback loop. Thoroughly clean the AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board after any rework. Leaving contaminants such as residual flux from soldering has a negative impact on the input impedance and operation of the AD8233CB-EBZ evaluation board.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EVALUATION BOARD SCHEMATIC AND ARTWORK

Figure 10. AD8233CB-EBZ Schematic
Figure 11. AD8233CB-EBZ Evaluation Board Top Assembly

Figure 12. AD8233CB-EBZ Evaluation Board Primary Side, Copper
Figure 13. AD8233CB-EBZ Evaluation Board Layer 2, Copper

Figure 14. AD8233CB-EBZ Evaluation Board Layer 3, Copper
Figure 15. AD8233CB-EBZ Evaluation Board Secondary Side, Copper

Legal Terms and Conditions
By using the evaluation board discussed herein (together with any tools, components documentation or support materials, the “Evaluation Board”), you are agreeing to be bound by the terms and conditions set forth below (“Agreement”) unless you have purchased the Evaluation Board, in which case the Analog Devices Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale shall govern. Do not use the Evaluation Board until you have read and agreed to the Agreement. Your use of the Evaluation Board shall signify your acceptance of the Agreement. This Agreement is made by and between you (“Customer”) and Analog Devices, Inc. (“ADI”), with its principal place of business at One Technology Way, Norwood, MA 02062, USA. Subject to the terms and conditions of the Agreement, ADI hereby grants to Customer a free, limited, personal, temporary, non-exclusive, non-sublicensable, non-transferable license to use the Evaluation Board FOR EVALUATION PURPOSES ONLY. Customer understands and agrees that the Evaluation Board is provided for the sole and exclusive purpose referenced above, and agrees not to use the Evaluation Board for any other purpose. Furthermore, the license granted is expressly made subject to the following additional limitations: Customer shall not (i) rent, lease, display, sell, transfer, assign, sublicense, or distribute the Evaluation Board; and (ii) permit any Third Party to access the Evaluation Board. As used herein, the term “Third Party” includes any entity other than ADI, Customer, their employees, affiliates and in-house consultants. The Evaluation Board is NOT sold to Customer; all rights not expressly granted herein, including ownership of the Evaluation Board, are reserved by ADI. CONFIDENTIALITY. This Agreement and the Evaluation Board shall all be considered the confidential and proprietary information of ADI. Customer may not disclose or transfer any portion of the Evaluation Board to any other party for any reason. Upon discontinuation of use of the Evaluation Board or termination of this Agreement, Customer agrees to promptly return the Evaluation Board to ADI. ADDITIONAL RESTRICTIONS. Customer may not disassemble, decompile or reverse engineer chips on the Evaluation Board. Customer shall inform ADI of any occurred damages or any modifications or alterations it makes to the Evaluation Board, including but not limited to soldering or any other activity that affects the material content of the Evaluation Board. Modifications to the Evaluation Board must comply with applicable law, including but not limited to the RoHS Directive. TERMINATION. ADI may terminate this Agreement at any time upon giving written notice to Customer. Customer agrees to return to ADI the Evaluation Board at that time. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. THE EVALUATION BOARD PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND ADI MAKES NO WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND WITH RESPECT TO IT. ADI SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATIONS, ENDORSEMENTS, WARRANTIES, OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, RELATED TO THE EVALUATION BOARD INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NONINFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT WILL ADI AND ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM CUSTOMER’S POSSESSION OR USE OF THE EVALUATION BOARD, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOST PROFITS, DELAY COSTS, LABOR COSTS OR LOSS OF GOODWILL. ADI’S TOTAL LIABILITY FROM ANY AND ALL CAUSES SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT OF ONE HUNDRED US DOLLARS ($100.00). EXPORT. Customer agrees that it will not directly or indirectly export the Evaluation Board to another country, and that it will comply with all applicable United States federal laws and regulations relating to exports. GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the substantive laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts (excluding conflict of law rules). Any legal action regarding this Agreement will be heard in the state or federal courts having jurisdiction in Suffolk County, Massachusetts, and Customer hereby submits to the personal jurisdiction and venue of such courts. The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods shall not apply to this Agreement and is expressly disclaimed.